By HES GORGEOUS p, 1:48.3 ($743,844), Sire of 1 in 1:50 - 25 in 1:55 - 46 in 2:00 including HOMING JOE p, 2, 1:53.3, 1:55.3, 1:57.4, 1:58.4, 2:01.1f; GORGEOUS VIEW p, 2, 1:53.3, 1:55.1, 1:55.0 ($206,940); ROCK ME GORGEOUS p, 2, 1:54.2s, 3, 1:51.2a, 4, 1:50.4s ($206,103); SHES GORGEOUS LADY p, 2, 1:58.4s, 1:52.1f, BT 1:52.0f ($167,429) etc.

1st dam
SUGARCREEKWILLOW p, BT 2:04.2h ($115), by QUICK YANKEE p, 4, 1:52.1. First foal.

2nd dam
HOORAY FOR LOVE p, 3, 2:00.4s, BT 1:58.3 ($8,854) 1 win, by IDEAL SOCIETY p, 2, 1:55.3.

From 8 foals, dam of 1 winner including:
- TIME FOR JOY (m, Drawing Board) p, 2, 2:01.1, 4, 1:58.3, BT 1:57.1 ($21,736) 5 wins. At 2, second in IL Fair S. div at Knoxville. At 3, winner of IL Fair S. div at Urbana; second in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. leg at Cambridge; third in Northern IL Colt Assoc. S. div at Knoxville, div at Pecatonica. Dam of Joyful GAME p, 1:51.2, BT 1:50.3 ($203,575); IDEAL BIG GUY p, 2, 1:56.3, 3, 1:54.4-21, BT 1:52.3s-21 ($105,972) etc.
- HOORAY FOR Apache (g, Ft Apache Hanover) p, BT 1:58.1 ($1,443). At 2, third in Egyptian Colt S. div at Anna.
- CANTATA (m, Breton Hanover) p, 2, 1:58.3, 3, T1:50.0 ($113,853) 6 wins. Dam of ART VAN DE LAY p, 2, 2:09.4h, 3, 2:00.2, 4, 1:54.4, BT 1:54.0 ($52,811) etc.
- THE MAN I LOVE (g, Ideal Society) p, 1:57.3s, BT 1:57.0 ($53,983) 13 wins.
- Rocco (h, Breton Hanover) p, 3, 1:58.1 ($44,735) 6 wins.
- I Wish I Knew (m, Life Sign) p, 3, 1:54.3, BT 1:54.2 ($23,460) 5 wins. At 3, third in Lexington Herald Leader S. div at The Red Mile. Dam of LOOKING AT YOU p, 2, 1:54.2, 3, 1:53.3, BT 1:51.4 ($121,800) etc.
- Capistrano (m, Storm Damage). Dam of CAPS CLASSIC p, 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:59.2f, 1:56.3f, BT 1:56.0h ($177,882); ACOUSTICAL p, 3, 1:54.2 ($143,104) etc.
- Ella Fitz (m, Storm Damage). Dam of THE GUY IDANCEWITH p, 3, 1:58.4, BT 1:58.1 ($9,903); Mimic p, BT 2:01.3 ($273) etc.

3rd dam
MELODY ALMAHURST p, 2, 2:04.2f, 3, 1:58.4f ($32,842) 8 wins, by MEADOW SKIPPER p, 3, 1:55.1. From 13 foals, dam of 8 winners (2 in 1:55, 4 in 1:57) including:
- ELIST (h, Breton Hanover) p, 2, 1:56.1, 3, 1:55.3, 4, 1:54.3 ($270,138) 11 wins. At 2, winner of International Stallion S. at The Red Mile. At 3, winner of Hanover S. at Balmoral Park.
- THIS YEARS KISSES (m, Breton Hanover) p, 2, 1:57.3, 3, 1:55.4 ($114,014) 5 wins. At 2, second in American-National S. at Sportsmans Park. Dam of OOH S AAHS p, 2, 1:57.2f, 3, 1:53.0, 1:51.1s, BT 1:50.4 ($139,429) etc.; granddam of OMEN HANOVER p, 2, 1:55.3f, 3, 1:52.2f, 1:50.4f, BT 1:50.1f ($1,086,809) etc.
- CANTATA (m, Breton Hanover) p, 2, 1:58.3, 3, T1:50.0 ($113,853) 6 wins. Dam of ART VAN DE LAY p, 2, 2:09.4h, 3, 2:00.2, 4, 1:54.4, BT 1:54.0 ($52,811) etc.
- THE MAN I LOVE (g, Ideal Society) p, 1:57.3s, BT 1:57.0 ($53,983) 13 wins.
- ROCOCO (h, Breton Hanover) p, 3, 1:58.1 ($44,735) 6 wins.
- I Wish I Knew (m, Life Sign) p, 3, 1:54.3, BT 1:54.2 ($23,460) 5 wins. At 3, third in Lexington Herald Leader S. div at The Red Mile. Dam of LOOKING AT YOU p, 2, 1:54.2, 3, 1:53.3, BT 1:51.4 ($121,800) etc.
- Capistrano (m, Storm Damage). Dam of CAPS CLASSIC p, 2, 1:59.2, 3, 1:59.2f, 1:56.3f, BT 1:56.0h ($177,882); ACOUSTICAL p, 3, 1:54.2 ($143,104) etc.
- Ella Fitz (m, Storm Damage). Dam of THE GUY IDANCEWITH p, 3, 1:58.4, BT 1:58.1 ($9,903); Mimic p, BT 2:01.3 ($273) etc.

4th dam
MISS DREAM GIRL p, 2, 2:01.1f ($54,354), by GOOD TIME p, 1:57.4. From 13 foals, dam of 10 winners (1 in 1:55, 2 in 1:57) including:
- BRITANNY ROAD (h, Breton Hanover) p, 2, 2:00.2, 3, 1:58.3f ($209,045) 13 wins. At 3, winner of American-National S.
- MAVERICK ALMAHURST (m, Albatross) p, 2, 2:04.3f, 3, 1:56.4 ($85,585) 17 wins.
- MONEY SUPPLY (g, Niatross) p, 2, 1:59.0, 3, 1:54.3 ($44,081) 7 wins.
- O J Jan (m, Breton Hanover) p, 2, 2:02.0, 3, T1:58.0 ($35,649) 4 wins. Dam of ABOVE BOARD p, 2, 2:00.4f, 3, 1:59.0f, BT 1:58.2h ($111,161) etc.; granddam of WITHOUT REPROSCH p, 2, 1:54.0, 3, 1:50.0 ($366,932); SMOKE ARISIN p, 3, 1:57.4s, 4, 1:56.0s, BT 1:54.2s ($178,375) etc.; BUSINESS ETHICS p, 2, 1:51.7, 3, 1:51.4 ($159,485); NONE CAN COMPARE p, 2, 1:58.1, 3, 1:54.2f, 4, BT 1:52.4f ($107,375) etc.
- MELODY ALMAHURST (m, Meadow Skipper) p, 2, 2:04.2f, 3, 1:58.4f ($32,842) 8 wins. As Above.
- LEONORA ALMAHURST (m, Albatross) p, 2, 1:58.4h ($29,439) 4 wins. Dam of JUST BOLD p, 2, 2:01.3f, 3, 1:55.4f, 1:53.4f, BT 1:53.0f ($586,884) etc.; granddam of SPUNKY KID p, 3, 1:57.4, 2, 1:51.2s ($261,079); POWERFUL WAIHINE p, 2, 1:59.4h, 4, 1:54.4f, BT 1:54.3f ($102,409) etc.
- Mohawk Almahurst (g, Breton Hanover) p, 3, 2:02.2f, 4, 2:00.4h ($17,479) 12 wins.